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«Message»

New Hours
We are now open Tuesdays from 1 to 4 pm, and closed Wednesdays
Kathy’s Tarot by the Numbers class has ended. She will be starting a new class in October.
This is the start of her report, you can read the complete message on our Blog:

What was originally planned as a 12-week course turned into a 21-week experience that
was, I hope, as enlightening and enjoyable for those attending as it was for me. We
finished this class on Wednesday, September 3rd, as each of us cast a personal Numeric
Tarot Chart, tracing the pathways, challenges and spiritual gifts that form our life journeys.
Continue online.

Events

History Redux
Study Group Led by Margaret Bartley
Monday, Sept 15 7 – 8:30 pm
Free for members, $5 for non-members.
Researchers and archeologists have been coming up with evidence that the story of
Humanity is much older and more complex than our academics would have us
believe. There are many books in our library, and many more not yet in our library,
that discuss and reveal this evidence.

Join us for a different kind of book club.
In this first session, we will discuss the interests of the participants, and select the books we want to
read. These can be new books, or old classics Continue on line

Book Reviews
See the complete reviews on our website, links are at the end of each preview here

Steampunk Magic:
Working Magic Aboard the Airship
By Gypsey Elaine Teague
Reviewed by Dana Doerksen, Librarian at The Seattle Metaphysical Library
This guide to a new and inventive magical system uses the icons and stories
of the Steampunk movement. Teague discusses the origins of Steampunk
Culture, diving into describing the magical system and group formation and
administration. The ritual tools, altar items and attire are described including
different ways of manufacturing or procuring your own. Continued online
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Calico Horses and the Patchwork Trail Paperback
By Loraine Turner
Reviewed by Dana Doerksen, Librarian at The Seattle Metaphysical Library
This coming of age tale focuses on the interaction between a group of
ten year old girls, their families and the natural kinship of human and
animal. Through learning about the struggle of the wild mustangs of the
Calico Mountains, the girls learn about themselves and their shared
journey. There is a definite spiritual thread that runs throughout the
work. Continued online

LIVING INSPIRED WITH LUMARI
Engage The Lights Of Awakening, Revelation &
Transformation
By Lumari
Reviewed by Kathy Eckert
"Someone stole the word 'inspiration' and left it to sputter in a soft
romantic illusion." With these words taken from Chapter One, the
author announces the topic of this book, which is the accessing of
active inspiration. Lumari's background as a sculptor leads her to
incorporate artistic creativity into her spiritual teaching
Continued online

Vectors of the Counter-Initiation
The Course and Destiny of Inverted Spirituality
Charles Upton
Reviewed by Amir Fasad
This is an interesting work by a "Traditionalist" follower of French
esotericist Rene Guenon, referring to the notion that genuine revelations
were given to humanity and certain people are able to gain a deep
understanding of these traditions, and their inward correspondence with
each other, as a result of initiation. Continued online

Community Events

The 2014 Esoteric Book Conference
Seattle, September 6th and 7th
This annual international event brings together authors, artists and publishers
working in the field of esotericism. In addition to notable authors and scholars,
the conference new & used books as well as rare and hard-to-find esoteric
texts. Contemporary esoteric publishing, finepress book arts and antiquarian
texts are offered to augment the libraries of readers, scholars and collectors
alike. esotericbookconference.com
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Conferences
Conferences are so much fun - it’s really nice to talk to people who share your interests!

9th Annual Conference on Precession and Ancient Knowledge
October 17 – 19, Rancho Mirage, CA
Myths of ancestral people speak of a time when humans walked with the gods and lived in harmony with
nature on a pristine Earth. They whisper of a long lost Golden Age, and a celestial driven cycle where
the rise and fall of the ages flows like seasons. Most of all, they speak with reverence about the stars
and our connection with the heavens.
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